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Behavioral/Systems/Cognitive
Conjunctions between Motion and Disparity Are Encoded
with the Same Spatial Resolution As Disparity Alone
Fredrik Allenmark and Jenny C. A. Read
Institute of Neuroscience, Newcastle University, Newcastle upon Tyne NE2 4HH, United Kingdom
Neurons in cortical area MT respond well to transparent streaming motion in distinct depth planes, such as caused by observer self-
motion, but do not contain subregions excited by opposite directions of motion. We therefore predicted that spatial resolution for
transparent motion/disparity conjunctions would be limited by the size of MT receptive fields, just as spatial resolution for disparity is
limited by themuch smaller receptive fields found in primary visual cortex, V1.Wemeasured this using a novel “joint motion/disparity
grating,” on which human observers detected motion/disparity conjunctions in transparent random-dot patterns containing dots
streaming in opposite directions on two depth planes. Surprisingly, observers showed the same spatial resolution for these as for pure
disparity gratings. We estimate the limiting receptive field diameter at 11 arcmin, similar to V1 and much smaller than MT. Higher
internal noise fordetecting jointmotion/disparity produces a slightly lowerhigh-frequency cutoff of 2.5 cycles perdegree (cpd) versus 3.3
cpd for disparity. This suggests that information onmotion/disparity conjunctions is available in the population activity of V1 and that
this information can be decoded for perception even when it is invisible to neurons in MT.
Introduction
Human spatial resolution for disparity-defined depth is much
worse than for luminance information. This is believed to be
because spatial resolution for disparity is limited by the overall
sizes of receptive fields (RFs) in primary visual cortex, whereas
spatial resolution for luminance is limited by the size of their
ON/OFF subregions (Banks et al., 2004; Nienborg et al., 2004;
Filippini and Banks, 2009). Thus, information about the fine
detail of disparity, potentially available within the photoreceptor
activations, is lost at an information bottleneck in V1. Further
information regarding disparity is lost in bottlenecks between V1
and subsequent levels of cortical processing. For example, V1
neurons encode absolute disparity with much greater sensitivity
than humans can perceive (Cumming and Parker, 1999; Prince et
al., 2000), and sensitivity can be reduced further by changes to the
stimulus that do not alter the information available inV1 (McKee
et al., 2004). Similarly, binocular fusion causes us to lose sensitiv-
ity to monocular position (McKee and Harrad, 1993). In this
paper, we examined whether a similar information bottleneck
affects the spatial resolution with which humans can detect con-
junctions between horizontal motion and disparity.
A minority of V1 neurons are tuned both to disparity and to
direction of motion (Grunewald and Skoumbourdis, 2004; Read
and Cumming, 2005b). Many direction-selective V1 neurons
project to cortical area MT (Movshon and Newsome, 1996),
where most neurons are tuned to both disparity and direction of
motion (Bradley et al., 1995; DeAngelis and Uka, 2003). MT is
widely believed to be critical for the perception of motion (New-
some and Pare´, 1988; Salzman et al., 1992; Britten et al., 1996;
Majaj et al., 2007). However, MT receptive fields are 10 times
larger than in V1 (Gattass and Gross, 1981).We wondered there-
fore whether V1 information about conjunctions between dis-
parity/motion might be lost perceptually.
Of course, receptive fields in all extrastriate areas are larger
than those in V1, and yet as we have seen, the spatial resolution of
disparity perception is as good as the V1 representation. This is
because neurons in many extrastriate areas respond best to vari-
ations in disparity across their receptive fields (Janssen et al.,
1999; Sakata et al., 1999; von der Heydt et al., 2000; Nguyenkim
and DeAngelis, 2003; Bredfeldt and Cumming, 2006). In con-
trast, no studies have reported neurons that prefer variations in
joint motion/disparity information—for example, that respond
best to stimuli containing leftward motion/far disparity in one
receptive field subregion and to rightward motion/near disparity
in another. Rather, MT neurons seem to prefer similar conjunc-
tions ofmotion and disparity all across their large receptive fields.
We predicted that this would be reflected in a low spatial resolu-
tion for motion/disparity conjunctions.
To test this prediction, we introduced a “joint motion/dispar-
ity grating,” a random-dot pattern in which the pairing between
horizontal motion and disparity alternated as a function of ver-
tical position. That is, in alternate horizontal strips, near dots
moved left while far dots moved right, or near dots moved right
while far dots moved left (Fig. 1A). This is different from either a
pure disparity grating built frommoving dots (Fig. 1B) or a pure
motion grating built from two depth planes (Fig. 1C), both of
which we also used for comparison. In each case, we asked sub-
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jects to discriminate the “signal” grating from “noise,” shown in
Figure 1D. Figure 2 represents the stimuli in disparity/velocity
space. To a system that detects only disparity, or to one that
detects only motion, the joint motion/disparity grating is indis-
tinguishable from noise. Thus, this task requires mechanisms
that extract both motion and disparity and the correlations be-
tween them (Qian and Andersen, 1997; Anzai et al., 2001; Read
and Cumming, 2005c; Qian and Freeman, 2009).
In the same subjects, we probed the spatial resolution for each
of these three types of gratings, using correlation thresholds to
equalize task difficulty, and obtain an unbiased estimate of spatial
resolution. Using a signal detection theory model, we extracted
estimates of the receptive field size and internal noise with which
the brain detects each type of grating.
Materials andMethods
Equipment. The experiments were performed in a dark room. Stimuli
were projected on a projection screen (300 200 cm; Stewart Filmscreen
150; www.stewartfilm.com; supplied by Virtalis), which the observers
viewed from a distance of 160 cm. The subject’s head was stabilized using
a chin rest (UHCOTech HeadSpot). Two projectors, projecting through
polarizing filters, were used to separate the two eye’s images. The intero-
cular cross talk was2%. White had a luminance of 4 cd/m2 and black
had a luminance of 0.07 cd/m2. The projected image was 71  53 cm
subtending 25 19°. The stimuli were presented in the central region of
the image andhad a size of 500 500 pixels (9 9°). The dot sizewas 2
2 pixels (2.1 2.1 arcmin).
Stimuli. Stimuli were presented using MATLAB (MathWorks; www.
mathworks.com) with the Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard, 1997; Pelli,
1997; Kleiner et al., 2007). The stimuli used were random-dot stereo-
gramswith equal numbers of dotsmoving to the left and to the right with
equal speed, depicting either a grating or a noise pattern. Three different
kinds of gratings were used. The first type of grating had two transparent
depth planes and was made up of horizontal strips of equal width, where
in each strip all dots moving to the left were in one depth plane and all
dots moving to the right were in the other and where the direction of
movement in the different depth planes was alternated between adjacent
strips (Fig. 1A). The second type of grating was a horizontal square-wave
in depth made up of equal numbers of dots moving in both directions
(Fig. 1B). The third type of grating consisted of two transparent planes in
depth with horizontal strips, in which all dots in a single strip moved in
the same direction and the direction of motion alternated between adja-
cent strips (Fig. 1C). The noise patterns consisted of two transparent
depth planes with an equal number of dots moving in both directions in
both planes (Fig. 1D). Any individual monocular frame of any stimulus
was simply a structureless random-dot patternwith 150 dots per degree2.
Critically, all the stimuli contained both directions of motion and both
Figure1. Sketchesof thedifferent typesof stimuliused.Notice that, ineverycase, thesamespeedsanddisparitieswerepresent.The“puredisparity”grating isbuilt frommovingdots; thereare leftwardand
rightwarddots everywhere in the stimulus, but thedepthof thedots alternates as a functionof vertical position. Similarly the “puremotion”grating contains two transparent depthplanes, but thedirectionof
motion of dots in the two planes alternates. The joint disparity/motion grating (A) cannot be detected from either pure disparity or pure motion information. If viewed with one eye, so removing disparity
information, bothdirections ofmotion arepresent everywhere in the stimulus,making it indistinguishable from thenoise (D). Onanyone frame (i.e., removingmotion information), dots in bothdepthplanes
arepresenteverywhere in the stimulus, againmaking it indistinguishable fromnoise. In contrast, thepuredisparitygrating (B) becomes indistinguishable fromnoise if disparity information is removedbutnot
ifmotion information is removed, and the opposite is true for themotion grating (C).
Figure2. The task in our grating discrimination experiment, sketched in disparity/velocity space. In the gratings, the dot disparities and velocities alternate as a function of vertical position in the
image. The noise contains the same velocities and disparities, but without the spatial structure.
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depth planes. This ensures that any differences in performance are solely
due to the task-relevant differences between the stimuli. That said, in
pilot experiments we found no difference between performance on static
disparity gratings and moving disparity gratings with the speeds used
here. We also did not find any difference between performance on mo-
tion gratings with one or two depth planes. We therefore expect that our
results would not have been significantly different if we had used static
disparity gratings and/or motion gratings with a single depth plane.
A problemwith comparing resolution for different grating types is that
one task may be harder than another. For example, detecting a joint
motion/disparity grating requires information from two visual modali-
ties to be combined, and thus arguably requires amore challenging judg-
ment than, say, detecting a motion grating. This could lead to erroneous
conclusions regarding resolution. For example, consider the toy example
sketched in Figure 3. Figure 3A shows the internal signal for two hypo-
thetical tasks, red and blue. These both have the same resolution, in that
the signal is maximal for DC (0) and falls to zero at the same frequency.
However, the red task is “harder,” in that, at any frequency, its signal is
lower than the blue signal by a constant factor. Now suppose there is
some nonlinearity converting this signal into perceptual judgments. In
particular, there is a “floor” (when the signal falls below this level, per-
ceptual performance on the relevant task is chance) and a “ceiling” (when
the signal falls above this level, performance is perfect). Figure 3B shows
the resulting performance. Performance falls at much lower frequencies
for the red task, despite the fact that the dependence of the underlying
signal on frequency is the same in both cases.
To avoid this problem, we used decorrelation to reduce the strength of
the internal signal available for each task. This removed the ceiling effect,
at least: if the internal signal was above ceiling, so that performance was
perfect, we simply decreased correlation until the performance fell to
82%. In this way, we ensured that the difficulty of each task was equal.
For motion, “decorrelation” means reducing motion coherence; for
disparity, it means reducing interocular correlation. Thus, for the pure
motion gratings, we measured the motion coherence threshold at each
frequency. The motion coherence was varied by, at each frame, giving
each dot a probability p of being randomly repositioned rather than
displaced in its direction ofmotion. The coherence level is defined as 1
p, such that for example a coherence level of 0.6 means that at any frame
each dot had a 40% probability of being randomly repositioned.
For the pure disparity gratings, we measured the interocular correla-
tion threshold at each frequency. The interocular correlation was varied
by, in the first frame of the stimulus, giving each dot a probability p of
being positioned randomly in both eyes, instead of randomly in one eye
and then offset horizontally by the desired disparity in the other eye. In
subsequent frames, interocularly uncorrelated dots moved smoothly
with the specifiedmotion until they vanished off the edge of the stimulus.
For the joint motion/disparity gratings, we measured both correlation
and coherence thresholds.
Observers. Ten human observers participated in the experiments: one
of the authors (male) and nine inexperienced observers (seven females
and two males). Observer CB was unable to perform the interocular
correlation threshold parts of Experiment 2. Two of the observers (one
male and one female) also participated in the short duration control
experiment, although one of the twowas only able to perform the intero-
cular correlation threshold part of the experiment.
Tasks. To obtain the speed and disparity amplitude for which the
subjects could best detect the joint motion/disparity gratings at high
frequencies (Experiment 1), we used a one-interval task as well as a
two-interval task. Amplitude is defined as one-half the peak-to-trough
range of the waveform, (maxmin)/2. For the one-interval task, in each
trial either a grating or a noise pattern was presented and the task was to
report, by a button press, whether a grating had been presented or not.
The subjects were allowed to view the stimuli for as long as they desired
before making a decision. For the two-interval task, one interval con-
tained a grating and the other a noise pattern, and the task was to report,
by a button press, which interval contained the grating. The interval
length was 750 ms with a 200 ms blank between intervals. Subject PFA
was tested with the one interval task and all other subjects with the
two-interval task. Once the optimal speed and disparity amplitude had
been determined for a subject, that speed and disparity amplitude were
used in all further testing of that subject.
To obtain coherence and interocular correlation thresholds once the
optimal speed and amplitude had been determined, we used adaptive
QUEST staircases (Watson and Pelli, 1983) converging to 82% correct
with a two-interval forced-choice task in which one interval contained a
grating and the other interval contained a noise pattern and the task was
to report, by a button press, which interval contained the grating. The
interval length was either 500 or 750 ms with a 200 ms blank between
intervals. The 500 ms interval length was used for subject PFA, who is an
author and an experienced psychophysical observer, and the 750 ms
interval lengthwas used for all other subjects. Each staircase was repeated
three times in the same session.
Results
Experiment 1: obtaining optimal stimulus parameters for
each subject
In this paper, wewanted to detect the finest resolutionwithwhich
motion and disparity information is represented. Obtaining four
correlation/coherence thresholds at many different spatial fre-
quencies was a long and demanding experiment, and it was not
feasible to also examine dependence on speed and disparity am-
plitude at each frequency.We therefore began bymeasuring each
subject’s performance as a function of speed and disparity only
for a single, high frequency. In this way, we aimed to identify a
pair of values inwhich the subject is able to performwell. Because
the different subjects stopped being able to do the task at some-
what different frequencies, we had to choose a different “high”
frequency for each subject. This frequency was based on initial
testing (data not shown), which identified a frequency at which
the subject could perform significantly above chance for at least
one combination of speed and amplitude without performing
close to 100% over too large a region.
Figure 4 shows performance on the joint motion/disparity
grating detection task as a function of disparity amplitude and
speed for all subjects, for perfectly correlated stimuli. In each case,
there is a region of high performance surrounded by a region in
which performance was lower. The amplitudes and speeds used
in Experiment 2 were chosen for each subject individually to be
approximately in the center of the region of high performance for
that subject (Fig. 4, white crosses). Table 1 shows the values used
for each subject in the subsequent experiments.
B
A
Figure 3. Diagram of a possible relationship between internal signal and performance for
two different tasks, represented in red and blue, which could lead to erroneous conclusions
about spatial resolution. See text for details.
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Experiment 2
Wenowproceeded tomeasure coherence and correlation thresh-
olds for the three different types of gratings. Figure 5 shows the
motion coherence thresholds measured at different frequencies
for both the motion/disparity gratings and the pure motion grat-
ings. The error bars show1 SE based on the three repetitions of
each staircase. At low frequencies, subjects are able to perform the
tasks at relatively low coherence; as the frequency increases, sub-
jects require progressively more coherence to be able to reach
threshold. All subjects can detectmotion gratings even at very low
coherences, down to 20% at the lowest frequencies. For some
subjects, there is little difference between the thresholds for the
two types of gratings at low frequencies; PFA, for example, is
equally good at detecting both sorts of grating. However, for
some subjects, such as AMC in Figure 5, the coherence thresholds
are far higher for the joint motion/disparity grating, even at the
Figure 4. Performance on the 100%-correlated joint motion/disparity grating as a function of speed and disparity amplitude for all subjects. The white crosses show the values used in the
subsequent experiments (Table 1).
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very lowest frequencies. This indicates that, for this subject, de-
tecting joint motion/disparity gratings is a genuinely harder task
than detectingmotion gratings, regardless of their respective spa-
tial resolutions. Thus, without the use of a coherence threshold,
one could seriously misestimate the relative resolution in this
subject (Fig. 3).
At higher frequencies, the thresholds become increasingly dif-
ferent for all subjects. The pure motion gratings can be detected
up to frequencies at which the jointmotion/disparity gratings are
invisible, even at 100% motion coherence.
Figure 6 shows the interocular correlation thresholds mea-
sured at different frequencies for both the motion/disparity grat-
ings and the pure disparity gratings. Here, there is much less
difference between the thresholds for the two different types of
the gratings at low frequencies. For some subjects, this remains
true at high frequencies, while for others, such as JH, there is a
large difference at the highest frequencies.
In Figures 5 and 6, we have presented
two different types of threshold for the
joint motion/disparity gratings: interocu-
lar correlation and motion coherence
thresholds. Figure 7 compares these two
threshold measurements. For some sub-
jects, the thresholds are comparable in the
two cases, but where there is a systematic
difference such that the thresholds all dif-
fer in the same direction at least up to
some frequency close to the highest one
tested (as for subject PFA in Fig. 7), it is
the interocular correlation thresholds that
are higher. This suggests that, despite their
conceptual similarity, the two manipula-
tions are not equivalent perceptually: re-
duction in interocular correlation has a
more disruptive effect than reduction in
motion coherence.
Constructing the model
To turn thesemeasurements of coherence
and correlation thresholds into a quanti-
tative estimate of receptive field size, we
used a model based on signal detection
theory. We assumed that, for 100% cor-
related stimuli, the internal signal was
proportional to the RMS of the unit-
amplitude grating waveform after convo-
lution by a Gaussian with SD . Recent
work has suggested this is a good model
for the detection of disparity gratings
(Serrano-Pedraza and Read, 2010), in
which the disparity signal can be com-
puted by a population of energy model-
like disparity-selective cells with Gaussian
receptive field envelopes of diameter 2
(Banks et al., 2004; Filippini and Banks,
2009; Allenmark and Read, 2010, 2011).
We shall therefore refer to the parameter
 as “RF size,” taking 2 as the RF diam-
eter. Note that this model assumes each
signal is initially encoded by neurons
whose preferred signal value is constant
across their receptive fields. For disparity,
this is known to be the case (Nienborg et
al., 2004). Our model does not rule out neurons with RF subre-
gions tuned to opposite signal values; indeed, such neurons
would be ideal for the perceptual “readout” that detects the grat-
ing. However, in our model, these readout neurons would be
limited by the resolution with which the signal was initially en-
coded; their RF subregions could not be smaller than 2.
Figure 8 shows how the RMS of the convolution between the
Gaussian and the square wave varies as a function of the ratio
between the SD of the Gaussian and the wavelength 1/f of the
square wave. We write this function RMS( f).
Reducing interocular correlation or motion coherence must
reduce this internal signal. As we have seen, a decrease in intero-
Figure 5. Motion coherence threshold as a function of frequency for the motion/disparity and pure motion gratings for all
subjects. The speed and disparity amplitudes used for the gratings were set individually for each subject; values are in Table 1.
Table 1. Speed of dot motion and disparity amplitude used in Experiment 2 chosen
based on the results of Experiment 1
AA AD AMC CB EP GY JH NS PFA SA
Speed (degrees/s) 4.3 2.1 6.4 4.3 2.1 4.3 2.1 4.3 4.3 4.3
Disparity amplitude (arcmin) 6.4 2.1 4.3 6.4 2.1 3.3 4.3 2.1 3.3 4.3
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cular correlation generally increases task
difficulty more than the same decrease in
motion coherence. This difference can ap-
ply only at intermediate values, since at
100% the interocular correlation andmo-
tion coherence versions of the stimulus
were exactly the same, while at 0% there is
no signal. This can be modeled by assum-
ing that effective signal depends on the
correlation/coherence level raised to some
power,, allowing different values of for
the correlation and coherence.We refer to
 as the “decorrelation parameter,” since
it describes how seriously the available
signal is degraded by decoherence/deco-
rrelation.   1 means that the signal
degrades linearly with decoherence/
decorrelation;   1 gives faster degra-
dation. With these assumptions, the
internal signal available for performing
the task is as follows:
sig C  RMS f	.
We then used signal detection theory
to predict performance on the task. Since
a two-interval taskwas used, the signal de-
tection theory prediction is the following:
PC 0.5 0.5  erf sig2N, (1)
where PC is the proportion of correct an-
swers, erf is the error function, sig is the
signal, and N is the internal noise. At the
82% threshold, this yields the following:
0.82  0.5  0.5 * erfCthresh f 	  RMS f	2N , (2)
from which we obtain the following:
Cthresh
1  f 	  RMS f	2N  erf10.64	
1
. (3)
This means that a scaled version of the RMS curve from Figure 8
can be fitted to the coherence and correlation thresholds from
Figures 5 and 6 by finding appropriate values of , N, and ,
giving us estimates of the receptive field diameter (2) and inter-
nal noise levels (N) relevant to each task. The effects on the cor-
relation thresholds of changes in these parameters are illustrated
in Figure 9. The RF size  acts as a horizontal gain, with a dou-
bling in  halving the cutoff frequency. For  1, noiseN acts as
a vertical gain, with a doubling in N doubling the correlation
threshold.  changes the shape of the curve, notably how rapidly
sensitivity declines as frequencies increase from zero. Recall that
the parameter  was introduced to account for the difference
betweenCdecorr,joint andCdecoh,joint (Fig. 7), given that the sameRF
size joint and noise Njoint apply to both these datasets.
Within a subject, the RF and noise parameters for the two differ-
ent sets of data on the jointmotion/disparity task (i.e., the interocu-
lar correlation thresholds and the motion coherence thresholds)
were assumed to be the same. Similarly, within each subject, the
decorrelation parameter was kept the same for both motion coher-
ence datasets, and for both interocular correlation datasets. There-
fore, there were, for each subject, eight parameters in total: RF
diameters and noise parameters for the motion, disparity, and joint
motion/disparity data and decorrelation parameters for the intero-
cular correlation andmotion coherence thresholds. These eight pa-
rameters were fitted to the four experimentally measured datasets
Cstimulus
1 ( fstimulus) according to the following equations:
Cdecorr,joint
1  fdecorr,joint	  RMS fdecorr,jointjoint	2Njoint  erf10.64	
decorr
1
(4)
Cdecoh,joint
1  fdecoh,joint	  RMS fdecoh,jointjoint	2Njoint  erf10.64	
decoh
1
(5)
Cdecorr,disp
1  fdecorr,disp	  RMS fdecorr,dispdisp	2Ndisp  erf10.64	
decorr
1
(6)
Cdecoh,motion
1  fdecoh,motion	 RMS fdecoh,motionmotion	2Nmotion  erf10.64	
decoh
1
.
(7)
We optimized the fit by minimizing the sum of squared errors
over all four fits plus an additional term max(,1) for each of
the two decorrelation parameters. The additional term was in-
cluded to keep either decorrelation parameter from growing too
small/large. We used resampling to obtain error bars on the pa-
rameters by repeating the fitting 10,000 times, each time simulat-
ing a new repetition of each staircase by running a new staircase
Figure6. Interocular correlation threshold as a function of frequency for themotion/disparity andpure disparity gratings for all
subjects.
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with a simulated observer with the experimentally measured
threshold.
Given the fit parameters, we can then use Equation 3 to esti-
mate fmax, the highest grating frequency at which the task could
be performed. At this frequency, performance is only at threshold
even when the stimulus is perfectly coherent/correlated [i.e.,
Cthresh( fmax)  1]. Thus fmax is given by the solution of the
following:
RMS fmax	 2N  erf10.64	. (8)
Figures 10 and 11 show the inverted coherence and correlation
thresholds along with the fits. The fits are generally good, validat-
ing the assumptions used in producing our model. The percent-
age of variance explained was at least 70% and at average 85% for
the motion fits, at least 78% and at average 90% for the disparity
fits and at least 40% and at average 84%
for the joint fits. Note fromEquations 4–7
that each parameter affects more than one
curve, so fits are not necessarily optimal
for any individual curve.
Motion is encoded with smaller
receptive fields and lower noise
than disparity
Table 2 and Figure 12 show the parame-
ters that gave the best fits for each subject.
The receptive field sizes limiting detection
are estimated at around 6 arcmin for the
pure motion task and 8 arcmin for
the pure disparity, similar to, although
slightly larger than, the 6 arcmin previ-
ously estimated by Banks and colleagues
(Banks et al., 2004; Filippini and Banks,
2009). Figure 13 shows the RF diameters
and noise parameters from Figure 12, A
and B, normalized by the values for the
pure motion data. We see immediately
that the RF diameter and neuronal noise
estimated for the pure motion task are
both smaller than for either the pure dis-
parity or the joint motion/disparity task.
This statement holds for all subjects indi-
vidually, apart from subject AD in which
themotion fit is poor (Fig. 10B). At a pop-
ulation level, the RF diameter for pure
motion is significantly smaller than for
pure disparity (p 0.05, paired t test, n
9, comparing motion to disparity; i.e., tri-
angles vs circles in Fig. 12A) and for joint
motion/disparity (p  0.01, paired t test,
n  10, comparing motion to joint; i.e.,
triangles vs squares in Fig. 12A). Simi-
larly, the noise affecting pure motion
judgments is significantly smaller than for
pure disparity (p 0.01, paired t test, n
9, comparing Nmotion to Ndisparity; i.e., tri-
angles vs circles in Fig. 12B) or for joint
motion/disparity (p  0.01, paired t test,
n  10, comparing Nmotion to Njoint; i.e.,
triangles vs squares in Fig. 12B). These
two effects, smaller receptive fields and
lower noise, combine to make motion
gratings detectable up to higher frequen-
cies than gratings defined by disparity. All subjects including AD
can detect motion gratings up to higher frequencies than either
pure disparity or jointmotion/disparity gratings ((fmax
motion  fmax
disparity,
fmax
motion  fmax
joint ). Thus, our results show clearly that motion is en-
coded with higher resolution than disparity information, and also
that it is affected by less neuronal noise.
Pure disparity is encoded with less noise than joint
motion/disparity, but with similar-sized receptive fields
In contrast, there is no such clear difference between “joint” and
“disp” (i.e., spatial resolution for pure disparity compared with
spatial resolution for conjunctions between motion and dispar-
ity). Pure disparity gratings remain detectable up to slightly
higher frequencies than joint motion/disparity gratings [3.3 vs
2.5 cycles per degree (cpd)], but this does not seem to reflect a
Figure 7. Interocular correlation thresholds and motion coherence thresholds for the motion/disparity gratings.
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Figure 8. The resulting curves (black) when a square wave (blue) is convolved with a Gaussian (red) for a lower frequency
squarewave (A) and a higher frequency squarewave (B) of the same amplitude, and a plot of the RMS of these resulting curves for
a range of ratios between the SD of the Gaussian and the wavelength of the square wave (C).
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significant difference in receptive field
size. The relative RF diameters estimated
for the joint and for the pure disparity
gratings show no consistent difference
across our population. At the population
level, the mean RF diameter is larger for
the joint motion/disparity task than for
the pure disparity task, but this difference
is not significant either for the raw RFs
(Fig. 12; p 0.07, paired t test, n 9) or
after normalizing by the motion RFs (Fig.
13; p 0.15, paired t test, n 9). In con-
trast, the estimated noise level is larger for
the joint than for the pure disparity wher-
ever there is a significant difference (five
of nine subjects), and this difference is sig-
nificant on the population level both for
the raw noise parameters (Fig. 12; p 
0.05, paired t test, n  9) and after nor-
malizing by the motion noise parameters
(Fig. 13; p  0.05, paired t test, n  9).
Thus, our analysis suggests that pure dis-
parity and joint motion/disparity gratings
are encoded with very similar spatial res-
olution. The pure disparity encoding is,
however, subject to lower effective noise,
meaning that pure disparity gratings can
be detected up to somewhat higher fre-
quencies than joint motion/disparity
gratings, despite the similar RF sizes.
Possible fitting artifacts
These conclusions depend on the ability
of our model to extract separate, reliable
estimates of RF size and noise. There is
some trade-off between RF size and noise:
small increases in RF size, which tend to
worsen performance, can be offset by
small decreases in noise, which improve it.
To quantify this trade-off, we performed
bootstrap resampling on simulated data
generated from the model. Model param-
eters were chosen to be the averages across
subjects (i.e., the values shown in the
mean column of Table 2). Simulated av-
erage data was generated by the model
predictions (i.e., using Eq. 3) at a set of
frequencies including all frequencies for
which we have human data. Data for 1000
simulated experiments were then gener-
ated by, at each frequency, drawing a value
from a normal distribution with the aver-
age data point asmean and the average SD
in the human data, based on the three rep-
etitions of each staircase, as SD. Curves
based on the model were then fitted to
the data from each simulated experi-
ment, which resulted in 1000 sets of
model parameters.
Figure 14 shows scatterplots of the relative noise and RF pa-
rameters obtained as described above. There is a highly signifi-
cant negative correlation, Pearson’s correlation coefficient of
0.70, between noise parameter and RF size parameter. Since
this correlation is across simulated experiments in resampled
data based on the data of a single “simulated average subject,” it
has to be a consequence of a trade-off between the two parame-
ters in the fitting process. This trade-off is most likely the reason
why there is a small negative correlation between relative RF size
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Figure 9. The effects of changing the different parameters. Except where stated otherwise,  6 arcmin, N 0.25,
and  1.
Figure 10. Inverted motion coherence thresholds as a function of frequency for the pure motion gratings (green) and joint
motion/disparity gratings (blue) and model fits (see text) for all subjects.
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and relative noise parameter across subjects, visible in Figure 13.
However, this trade-off does not invalidate our conclusions. The
effect of the trade-off is captured in the confidence intervals on
the estimated model parameters (Figs. 12, 13), which were also
generated by bootstrap resampling. Therefore, all conclusions
drawn from the model parameters and their confidence intervals
remain valid.
The trade-off is limited because, as Figure 9 shows, RF size and
noise have qualitatively very different effects on the shape of the
fitted curve. Thus, while small changes in RF size and noise can be
traded off against one another, large changes cannot, due to their
very different predictions across the frequency range. To confirm
this, we checked that variations in RF size alone could not ac-
count for our data. We repeated the fitting with a single noise
parameter for each subject (i.e., using the same noise parameter
for disparity, motion, and joint). The decrease in fit quality was
not worth the saving of two parameters (likelihood-ratio test, p
0.05 for every subject). This confirms that both noise and RF size
are necessary variables to explain our data, while the small confi-
dence intervals obtained from resampling confirm that our esti-
mates are reliable.
Effect of eye tracking
In the experiments described above, the participants were al-
lowed tomove their eyes freely during the 750ms presentation of
the stimulus. Because the stimuli consisted of moving dots, it is
likely that the participants made tracking eye movements to fol-
low one of the directions of motion present in the stimuli. This
also applies to previous studies of motion resolution (Anderson
and Burr, 1987; Georgeson and Scott-Samuel, 2000). In this
control experiment, we therefore asked
whether similar results are obtained un-
der conditions where no tracking eye
movements weremade. This was achieved
by reducing the presentation time to 117
ms, which is shorter than the time needed
to initiate tracking eye movements (Rob-
inson, 1965). It was very difficult to make
demanding judgments regarding grating
structure in stimuli visible for such a short
amount of time, especially for the motion
and joint gratings in which task-relevant
information was not available in any indi-
vidual frame but had to be acquired over
time. Most subjects who participated in
the original experiment were unable to do
the task at all at these short durations. Au-
thor PFA was the only subject who had
had enough practice with these stimuli to
perform all four tasks at a stimulus dura-
tion of 117 ms; subject JH was able to
perform when we varied interocular cor-
relation but not motion coherence, as she
required 100% motion coherence to be
able to perceive the gratings. Figures 15B
and 16B show short-duration data for
these two subjects. Each session was
started with 10 practice trials during
which the duration was gradually de-
creased from 450 to 117 ms and which
were not part of any staircase. Apart from
this, the methods were exactly the same as
in Experiment 2.
We used our model to extract RF and noise parameter esti-
mates from the control experiment data. We assumed that
changes in stimulus duration do not alter RF size butmay change
the effective noise level. We therefore fitted data collected with
short and long durations simultaneously, using a total of 13 fit
parameters: 3 noise parametersN and 2 correlation parameters 
for each of the long- and short-duration datasets, and 3 RF size
parameters  shared between both durations. This enabled us to
check that data collected without tracking eye movements are
consistent with the RF size estimated in the main experiment.
Figure 15 shows the coupled fits to the data from the main
experiment and the new short-duration control experiment data
on motion coherence thresholds; Figure 16 shows the same for
interocular correlation thresholds. Notice that very nearly the
exact same fits are obtained for the long-duration data, even
though 10 of the 13 fit parameters are now fitted to the short-
duration data as well. Table 3 shows the fit parameters for the
coupled fits; comparison with Table 2 confirms that the RF size
and correlation parameters are virtually identical. Thus, our
model can quantitatively account for the poorer performance at
short durations by assuming that short duration increases the
effective noise level. Constraining  to be the same for short and
long durations produced slightly poorer fits, with slightly lower
noise estimates for the short-duration data, but did not alter the
estimates of RF size or long-duration noise (maximum change in
fitted RF size when both  and  are shared between durations vs
when only  is shared: 6%). We also fitted the short-duration
data on its own, independent of the long-duration results. For
subject PFA, this resulted in a larger estimate ofmotion RF diam-
eter, 2*motion (10 vs 6 arcmin) and a smaller Nmotion, indicating
Figure 11. Inverted interocular correlation thresholds as a function of frequency for the pure disparity gratings (red) and joint
motion/disparity gratings (blue) and model fits (see text) for all subjects.
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that the short-durationmotion data did not adequately constrain
these parameters. However, for both subjects, disp and joint
were similar to the original, long-duration estimates, and once
again joint was just slightly larger than disp [JH, disp  4.6

(long), 5.0
 (short),joint 6.0
 (long), 5.9
 (short); PFA,disp
3.9
 (long), 4.7
 (short), joint 4.7
 (long), 5.6
 (short)].
Thus, the RF sizes originally obtained from the long-duration
dataset in themain experiment can also account for data collected
independently at short durations. In addition, essentially the
same disp and joint are obtained from each dataset fitted inde-
pendently, meaning that our original results are reproduced in a
completely independent dataset collected aftermanymonths and
with a substantial increase in task difficulty. This control experi-
ment rules out the possibility that the small RF estimates for the
joint data were an artifact caused by tracking eye movements.
Discussion
Spatial resolution is a key tool for relating visual perception to
underlying cortical activity. Our results confirm that resolution
for disparity is limited by the size of V1 receptive fields (Banks et
al., 2004; Nienborg et al., 2004; Filippini and Banks, 2009; Allen-
mark andRead, 2010, 2011), with 2disp 8 arcmin.We also find
that resolution for motion is still finer, encoded with an effective
RF size of just 2motion 6 arcmin. Interestingly, our results and
those of previous workers (Anderson and Burr, 1987, 1989;
Georgeson and Scott-Samuel, 2000) imply that the “motion area”
MT is not involved in the detection of motion gratings. MT re-
ceptive fields are large, typically around 4° at small eccentricities
(Raiguel et al., 1995). Thus, to extract motion gratings with the
observed resolution, MT RFs would have to be made up of many
small subregions tuned to opposite directions of motion.Motion
integration in pattern-selective MT cells may indeed occur at a
scale smaller than the entire receptive field (Majaj et al., 2007).
However, there is no evidence that MT neurons have subunits
tuned to opposite directions and disparities, nor are they selective
for motion boundaries (Marcar et al., 1995). Similarly, human
brain imaging studies have found no evidence that MT is in-
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Figure12. The parameters that gave the best fits to the data. The filled symbols on the right show the averages across subjects. Error bars on individual subjects’ results show the 95%confidence
intervals obtained by resampling, as described in the text; error bars on the population averages show1 SE of the results from individual subjects.
Table 2. Fit parameters and derived quantities for all subjects
Subject AA AD AMC CB EP GY JH NS PFA SA Mean SD
Fitted parameters
RF diameters (arcmin)
2motion 7.9 11.8 6.3 9.3 3.8 4.3 4.9 3.9 5.8 3.0 6.1 2.80
2disp 9.2 9.9 7.5 6.8 6.3 9.2 8.1 7.9 5.7 7.8 1.42
2joint 10.1 14.2 7.1 23.2 5.5 9.1 12.0 7.1 8.5 10.0 10.7 5.07
Effective noise
Nmotion 0.22 0.17 0.22 0.16 0.42 0.24 0.27 0.25 0.21 0.51 0.26 0.11
Ndisparity 0.49 0.40 0.52 0.43 0.40 0.34 0.40 0.26 0.60 0.42 0.10
Njoint 0.60 0.42 0.59 0.48 0.52 0.40 0.47 0.53 0.24 0.58 0.47 0.11
Decorrelation parameter
decoh 1.0 0.83 1.0 1.0 0.48 0.85 1.0 0.78 0.97 0.43 0.83 0.22
decorr 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.3 1.0 1.04 0.10
Derived quantities
Relative RF size
disparity/motion 1.16 0.83 1.19 1.79 1.46 1.88 2.06 1.36 1.94 1.46*
joint /motion 1.29 1.2 1.14 2.5 1.45 2.13 2.48 1.82 1.48 3.41 1.77*
Relative noise
Ndisparity/Nmotion 2.23 2.28 2.34 1.04 1.63 1.26 1.60 1.20 1.16 1.59*
Njoint /Nmotion 2.76 2.38 2.66 2.99 1.24 1.63 1.72 2.10 1.14 1.13 1.86*
Maximum detectable frequency (cycles per degree)
fmax
motion 4.22 3.03 5.28 3.94 6.68 7.47 6.32 8.10 5.78 7.55 5.84 1.70
fmax
disparity 2.49 2.65 2.95 3.64 4.14 3.05 3.20 3.97 3.45 3.28 0.57
fmax
joint 1.88 1.78 2.77 1.00 4.00 2.83 1.94 3.04 3.73 2.01 2.50 0.94
The asterisks (*) indicate ratios significantly greater than 1 (t test on the log ratios, p 0.01). “Mean” is the arithmetic mean except for the four rows showing ratios, where it is the geometric mean.
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volved in the perception of motion boundaries (Orban et al.,
1995; Reppas et al., 1997), instead identifying a different area
(area KO), with no clear counterpart in themonkey visual system
(Orban et al., 1995). Thus, we conclude that cortical area MT
does not limit the perception of motion gratings.
We therefore introduced a novel disparity/motion conjunc-
tion task, designed to requireMT. This task requires the observer
to extract not only the local motion and disparity in the stimulus
but also the conjunctions between them. The literature suggests
that MT would be ideally suited for this task. MT contains many
neurons that are sensitive both to motion
and disparity. MT neurons are typically
suppressed by motion in opposite direc-
tions within the same depth plane
(Snowden et al., 1991; Qian and Ander-
sen, 1994), as in our noise stimulus. How-
ever, they respond well to transparent
motion in opposite directions in two dif-
ferent depth planes, as in our grating
(Bradley et al., 1995), and some of them
are selective for the relative disparity be-
tween the two depth planes (Krug and
Parker, 2011). Indeed, the transparent
motion/disparity random-dot patterns
fromwhichwe built our jointmotion/dis-
parity gratings were originally introduced
to studyMT neurons (Bradley et al., 1995,
1998; Dodd et al., 2001). Thus, MT neu-
rons should respond more strongly to the
signal interval containing the joint mo-
tion/disparity than to the noise interval.
If observers use this difference in MT
activity to perform the task, we canmake a
strong prediction about the resulting spa-
tial resolution. The physiological litera-
ture suggests that MT neurons respond
best when the conjunction between mo-
tion and disparity (e.g., left–near/far–
right) is the same all over the receptive
field (Qian and Andersen, 1994; Bradley
et al., 1995). Therefore, if MT limits our
joint motion/disparity task, the spatial
resolution should be nearly an order of
magnitude lower than for pure disparity
gratings, in which resolution reflects the
much smaller receptive fields found in V1
(Banks et al., 2004; Nienborg et al., 2004;
Filippini and Banks, 2009; Allenmark and
Read, 2010, 2011). Perhaps the most ob-
vious reason to detect motion/disparity
conjunctions is to extract observer self-
motion. Here, the sign of the conjunction
is the same all over the visual field: objects
beyond fixation move in the same direc-
tion as the observer, while objects nearer
than fixation move in the opposite direc-
tion. Thus, very low resolutionmight well
be ecologically sufficient.
Our results comprehensively disprove
this prediction. Joint motion/disparity
gratings could be detected up to frequen-
cies only slightly lower than pure dispar-
ity, at fmax of2.5 cpd compared with 3.3
cpd.Our analysis suggests that conjunctions betweenmotion and
disparity are detected with similar spatial resolution to disparity
itself. The effective RF diameter was slightly higher for joint, at 10
arcmin compared with 8 arcmin for pure disparity, but the dif-
ference was not significant; the lower frequency limit for joint
motion/disparity gratings also reflects a significantly higher noise
level. Our results suggest, therefore, that spatial resolution for
motion/disparity conjunctions is mainly limited by spatial reso-
lution for each component in isolation. The effective resolution is
therefore that of disparity, the lower-resolution component.
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Figure14. Scatterplot of relativeRF size andnoiseparameters obtained frombootstrap resamplingon simulateddatabasedon
averagemodel parameters (see text) for jointmotion/disparity (A) andpuredisparity (B). Notice that there is anegative correlation
between the noise parameter and the RF size parameter. The Pearson correlation coefficients are shown in the top right corners of
the scatterplots.
Figure 15. Coupled fits (see text) to long-duration (A) and short-duration (B) motion coherence data for subject PFA. Notice
that, while the actual data in the long-duration plot are exactly the same as in Figure 10 I, the fits are done slightly differently (see
text for explanation).
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Our small estimates of receptive field
size suggest that the resolution for mo-
tion, disparity, and for conjunctions be-
tween the two are all limited by V1
receptive fields. Recently, there has been
much debate over whether the ability to
detect conjunctions between motion and
disparity requires V1 neurons that are
specifically tuned to bothmotion and dis-
parity (Qian andAndersen, 1997; Anzai et
al., 2001; Qian and Freeman, 2009), or
whether V1 neurons that are tuned solely
to motion or solely to disparity can also
contribute, if correlations between their
activity are read out subsequently (Read
and Cumming, 2005a,b; Neri and Levi,
2008). Approximately 15–20%of disparity-
selective cells in macaque V1 are also selec-
tive fordirectionofmotion(Grunewaldand
Skoumbourdis, 2004; Read and Cumming,
2005b), and these cells could support per-
formance on the present task. If these cells
were solely responsible, it is perhaps slightly
surprising that the level of internal noise de-
duced for the joint task was only 1.12 times
higher than for thepuredisparity task, given
the physiological data implying over four
times as many pure disparity cells as jointly
tuned cells in early visual cortex. Perhaps
performance was supported also by cells se-
lective to motion or disparity alone. Such cells would, individually,
be blind to the difference between the joint grating and the noise
stimulus, but the presence of the grating could be revealed by corre-
lations in their activity (Read and Cumming, 2005c). The emerging
consensus seems to be that both mechanisms contribute (Neri and
Levi, 2008), and our results are consistent with that.
V1 is not believed to be a neuronal correlate of perception,
implying that higher cortical area(s) read out V1 activity to per-
ceive the joint motion/disparity gratings. Our results show that
this readout involves no loss of resolution. The physiological ar-
guments laid out above therefore strongly imply that the readout
is not performed in MT. Cortical area MST is also unlikely. MST
contains “disparity-dependent direction-selective” neurons that
respond to different directions of motion depending on the sign
of the disparity of the stimulus (Roy andWurtz, 1990; Roy et al.,
1992). However, MST receptive fields are large, and there is no
evidence that they have subregions tuned to motion/disparity
conjunctions with opposite signs. Themost promising candidate
to date may be human cortical area KO, which integrates motion
and disparity cues to depth (Ban et al., 2012), as well as detecting
motion-defined contours (Orban et al., 1995).
It is perhaps surprising that information in V1 regarding joint
motion and disparity can be read out perceptually with no loss of
resolution. As noted, if conjunctions betweenmotion and dispar-
ity were used primarily to deduce self-motion from motion par-
allax, a very coarse encoding would suffice. Natural scenes often
contain rapid local variations in both motion and depth, but it is
not clear why joint motion/disparity encoding would help us
perceive such scenes. These scenes could be accurately repre-
sented by extracting motion alone and disparity alone, and then
overlaying the representations of the two quantities. Our results
imply the additional ability to represent different motions and
disparities at the same point in space. This more subtle ability
benefits scenes with transparency (e.g., a flock of birds in flight),
or the branches of a tree moving in the wind, or a shoal of fish
under the reflective surface of the water. The remarkable human
ability to resolve fine conjunctions betweenmotion and disparity
information, revealed in this paper,may reflect the importance of
such scenes during our evolution.
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